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Modernization in Russia was intimately associ
ated with the process of urban-industrialization,
with the penetration of capitalism into a society
which had evolved under the conditions of an absolute
autocracy. While the level of employment in industry
certainly did not figure prominently in the economy
of most Russian cities on the eve of the Great War,
industrialization-- and with it rapid urban growth-
nonetheless did serve as a catalyst in the general
process of economic development. The process started
late in Russia, of course, gathering momentum only
toward the close of the nineteenth century. Many
cities were metamorphosed during the years of rapid
industrialization, not least of which being the
Empire's capital, St. Petersburg. Here, as elsewhere
in Russia, modern industrialism was not easily accom
modated by the existing, largely antedeluvian, urban
infrastructure. Nor were the demands of the factory,
with its emphasis on regularity of habit and labour
discipline, readily accommodated by workers whose
prevailing socio-cultural values were more often
those of the countryside than the city. Across urban
Russia the old and the new, the traditional and the
modern, were thrown into bold relief. The consequen
ces were manifold and not everywhere the same-- but
they were undeniably significant. While the broad
dimensions of the urban-industrialization process are
well enough known, especially in the context of the
Empire's larger cities, there is as yet relatively
little information on the impact of industrialization
in the smaller provincial centres.

At mid-nineteenth century, scarcely one in
twenty of the Empire's subjects was an urbanite. Few
towns were very large; indeed, only St. Petersburg,
Moscow and Odessa had more than 100,000 inhabitants.
But by 1914 about thirty cities were this size, and
about one-sixth of the total population was offici
ally classified as urban. St. Petersburg and Moscow
with, respectively, a shade more and a shade less
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than two million inhabitants each, completely domin
ated the urban system (See Figure 1). Three cities,
Riga, Kiev and Odessa, with populations ranging from
500,000 to 700,000 comprised a second level in this
system. A network of provincial centres made up the
third level in the urban hierarchy. With between
100,000 and 300,000 ~nhabitants each, places like
Vil'na, Khar'kov, Yekaterinoslav, Tula, Rostov-on
Don, Saratov, Samara, Kazan', Tiflis, Baku, Tashkent,
Omsk and Irkutsk, to name but a few, evoke a host of
images. 1 Scattered across the vast territory of the
Empire, such provincial centres reflected ethnic
diversity, differential economic opportunities in
trade and commerce, and qUite different patterns of
urban-industrial development.

To investigate the role of industrialization in
provincial Russia is clearly a large-scale undertak
ing. In this paper we will begin the task by raising
some questions pertinent to the urban-industrializ
ation process, and by providing some empirical data
for a sample of provincial Russian cities. The ques
tions raised are drawn from the rather better docu
mented history of urban-industrialization in the lar
ger centres, especially St. Petersburg and Moscow. 2

The ultimate objective is to establish whether the
characteristics of urban-industrialization in the
Empire's largest cities represented the leading edge
of a general process or were simply anomalies. Thus,
this paper constitutes a first and rather tentative
stage of a larger scale enquiry .

.The first question to be addressed is: how im
portant was industry in the provincial city? Clear
ly, the industrial structure, the level of mechaniza
tion and" so on reflect the special attributes of
particular· places; human, resource and geographical.
It is the purpose here to determine the nature of the
industrial structure and relative importance of
employment in industry within selected urban econo
mies on the eve of the Great War.
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POPULATION* Over 1.000,000

• 500,000 - 1,000.000

• 250,00 - "99,000

• 100,000 - 249,000

• 50,000 - 99,000
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The second question concerns the complex rela
tionship' between industrialization and urban growth.
Although industrialization was the catalyst in the
rapid growth experienced by St. Petersburg and
Moscow, obviously not all who flocked to these cities
found jobs in industry. Precisely why peasants and
others decided to migrate is an important, but pro
bably unanswerable question. It has been noted that
there is no apparent positive correlation between
industrialization, measured in terms of employment in
urban industry, and the rate of urban growth. 3 This
really should come as no great surprise. Indus
trialization was much more than simply a production
function in which factories, workshops .and their em
ployees were the sole agents. It was itself both the
agent and the form of modernization in the broadest
sense. It heralded change and opportunity, and in
this context clearly served to stimulate migration.
The essential question to ask is not whether urban
growth was correlated with an increase in industrial
employment, but whether the presence of industry was
reflected in, for example, the ·composition of social
strata (sosloviys) and the demography of the provin
cial town. The role of peasants in the industrial
labour force was, of course, large, and it increased
during the decades of rapid urban-industrialization
in the late imperial era. 4 And rural-urban peasant
migration yas characterislically selective by sex and
age. We will begin our enquiry into the impact of
industrialization on the provincial urban centre by
focussing attention on matters related to soci~l

structure and sex ratios.
The third general question to be examined con

cerns the process of urban growth. What were the
relative contributions to the growth of the provin
cial centre of in-migration and natural increase? In
Moscow and St. Petersburg-- indeed in all of the
larger Russian cities examined thus far-- transience
has been a dominant characteristic of the popula-
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tion.~ Were high levels of itinerancy also part and
parcel o f l i f e in the provinc ial urban centre?

The analytica l framework fo r this pape r is a
s imp li fi ed mode l o f t he u r b a n system . T h e p r in c i p a l
c rite rion f o r assigning c ities a p lace in this schema
i s p opulat i on s ize , wh i ch is used a s a rathe r gener a l
surrogate fo r a v ariety of cent ral p lace a t tribu tes
such as trade ar.ea . r a n g e o f services , adminislra tive
f u n c t i on s and so forth. Th e r e i s an extensi~e li ter 
ature on central pla ce and i t will b e apparent that
the re are ample p recedents for refining this model ,n
fun ctional and geographical lerms . 6 This will be
d one at a later s t a g e of our e nquiry, but suff ice it
to say at this p oin t t hat p opulati o n size is the i ni 
.t i a l p o i nt of d e par t u r e . To reiterate, in 19 1 4 St .
P e te r s b ur g a n d Mos c ow consti lu led the f i rs t ord e r
c en tr e s . Od es s a, Ki e v and Riga wer e t he se con d l e v
el, or order , cil ies in t h e . urban h i er a r c h y . P r o
vincial c en t r e s compr i s e the third l e v e l , and lhese
include all cities wi th between 100,000 and 300,000
inhabitants. While i t is necessa ry in th is s t u d y to
l i mi t the discus sion lo a s el ection of provincial
centres , it is intended that · lhe provin c ial scen e
cons idered be representative o f a variety o f r egi o na l
a n d ethn ic setlings . Vi l 'na i n t he we sl e r n Pale ,
Tula in c ent ral Europ e an Russia, Kazan ' at th e con 
fl u enc e of the Vo lga a n d Ka ma rive rs, Baku on lhe
Caspian Sea a nd Oms k in Weslern S i b e r i a c l e a r l y re p 
resent differenl r e g i on a l ec onomies. But Vil' na was
also a predominantly Jewish centre. Kazan ', at least
historicall y , was strongly i n f l u e n c e d by Tatars
though by 18 9 7 it was, like Tula and Omsk, pred omi 
nantly Sl avic in ethnic composition. On the other
hand, in Baku Russians were o u l n u mb e r e d by Azer is and
Georgians. For each of these cities c omp a r a t i v e d a l a
will be compi led f or th e que s t i on s ou tlin e d above .
Add itional ly, the di scuss ion fro m lime to time wi l l
b e b roadened through th e in c lusi on of data for some
o the r se lected provi n cial cenlr e s , prIncipally
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Ivanovo-Voznesensk , Khar'kov and Orenburg ( Figure 1 ).
Clearly l h e s e few p r o v i n c i al cenlre s cannol be regar
ded as being fu l ly represenlalive of provincia l
Russia . Nonelhe less, lhe dala in broad lerms wil l
perlain lo bo lh core and periphe ra l localions a nd
lhus mighl afford some new insighls inlo lhe nalure
of lhe urban-induslria lizalion process in l ale imper
ial Russia.

INDUSTRIALI ZATION

Wilh less lhan lh ree million faclo;y hands i n "
Russia in 1914 il is apparenl lhal lhe share of l he
lolal labour force so engaged was slil l qUi le sma ll .
Moreove r , indus lri alizalion was nol so close ly asso
cialed wilh cil ies a s il was in Europe and America.
In lhe ear ly 19 0 0 s abou l ha lf of a l l f aclo ry workers
in Russia we r e i n rural ra lher l h a n u rban local i o n s. ?
To be su re, a f ew "rura l" induslria l cen l res ough l lo
have been designal e d ur b a n on a f uncliona l , a n d
i ndeed popu lalion size, basis . -

Bul no l wi lh s l andi n g l he va ga ries o f T sar i s l
c lassificalion pro ced ure s , lhere we r e sl i l l a g r e a l
many peop le emp loy ed in fa clo ries local ed in lhe
c ounlry s ide. Man y pr ov in c i al lowns dou b l l e ss would
have h a d a mor e indu s l r i al cha rac ler were il n ol f o r
lhe ear ly ni nel een l h c en l u r y gove r n men l poli cies
which al l e mpled lo re-dire c l , i f nol resl r a i n , i n d us 
l r i al deve lopmen l . Befo r e exam i ning l he imp a cl of
indusl ria l izal ion o n lhe p rov i n c i al lown il wou ld b e
appropriale lo r eview b rief ly s ome o f lhe p r i ncipa l
feal ures of indu slry in l h o s e cilies compri sing lhe
firsl and second l e v el s in lhe u rb a n hie rarchy in
1913. I n Mos cow l he lexli le i nd us lries conlinued l o
employ lhe larges l number of worke rs - - j usl over
67,000 ( Table 1). Compared lo lhe mid -nineleenlh
cenlury however, lhe relalive imporlance o f lh i s sec 
lor had been more lhan h a l v e d. The 343 mela lworking
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Table 1: Industrial Structures of First Level Urban Centres
Moscow and St. Petersburg, 1913

MOSCOW

Industry Establish Employment
Group ments

No. % No. %

Metalwork 343 27.3 38742 20.9
Chemical 80 6.4 6692 3.6
Food/
Tobacco 136 10.8 28741 15.6
Tanning/
Tallow/Soap 75 6.0 9309 5.0
Paperl
Printing 276 21.9 18505 10.0
Textile 249 19.8 67251 36.3
Miscell. 98 7.8 15988 8.6

Totals 1257 100.0 185228 100.0

ST. PETERSBURG

Establish Employment
ments

No. % No. %

284 29.7 77816 40.0
89 9.3 16446 8.5

100 10.5 20528 10.5

49 5.1 8455 4.3

312 32.6 23230 11.9
86 9.0 43931 22.6
36 3.8 4178 2.2

956 100.0 194584 100.0

Source: D. P. Kandaurov. Fabrichno-Zavodskiye Predpriyatiya
Rossiisk~Y Imperii ([sklvuchaya Finlyandi.vu) (Pelro
grad: Sovel S'ezdov Predstavileley Promyshlennosli i
Tor~ovli. 1914>

establishments, employing almost 39,000 workers, com
prised the second most important industrial group.
In absolute terms the number of employees of metal
working firms had more than tripled since 1890, a
rate of growth which greatly outstripped that regis
tered by the textile group. Machinery production
dominated the metalworking 9rouP with nearly 14,000
employees. While this was a sizeable number, roughly
26,000 people still continued to labour in Moscow's
36 cotton-spinning factories. By 1913 employment in
St. Petersburg's metalworking group was almost twice
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Table 2: Industrial Structures of Second Level Urban Centres
Kiev, Odessa, Riga, 1913

KIEV ODESSA

Industry Establish Employmenl Eslablish Emp1 oymenl
ments menls

No. % No. % No. % No. %

Metalwork 34 23.6 4039 30.1 60 20.5 6139 28.5
Chemical 12 8.3 502 3.7 38 13.0 1776 8.3
Food/
Tobacco 37 25.7 5622 41.9 96 32.9 8242 38.3
Tanning/
Tallow/Soap 6 4.2 200 1.5 14 4.8 560 2.6
Paper/
Prinl1nq 44 30.5 2328 17.4 68 23.3 2404 11.2
Textile 3 2.1 190 1.4 5 1.7 325 1.5
Hisr.ell. 8 5.5 532 4.0 11 3.8 2075 9.6

Totals 144 100.0 13413 100.0 292 100.0 21521 100.0

Source: D. P. Kandaurov, Fabrichno-Zavodskiye Predpriyatiya

that in textiles, approximately 78,000 as compared to
44,000 <Table 1). Growth since 1890 had been tumul
tuous,aided in no small measure by government con
tracts for shipbuilding and the supply of armaments.
Foreign capital was a conspicuous element in the
financing of the numerous joint-stock metalworking
firms, something which seems not to have occurred
with qUite the same frequency in Moscow. As a
comparison of the share of employment by industrial
group in the two cities makes plain, Moscow's
industry was now the more diversified. Roughly the
same share of employment was found in the paper and
printing, tanning, tallow, and soap groups, but in
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Table 2 (Continued)

RIGA

Industry Establish Employment
ments

No. % No. %

Metalwork 109 26.2 23379 37.5
Chemical 64 15.4 3456 5.5
Foodl
Tobacco 100 24.0 6979 11.2
.Tanning/
Tallow/Soap 21 5.1 1064 1.7
Paper/
Printing 68 16.3 3183 5.1
Textile 33 9.9 20855 33.4
Miscall. 21 5.1 3487 5 .6~

Totals 416 100.0 62.403 100.0

chemicals and metalworking St. Petersburg was clearly
more specialized. With about 10,000 more workers,
but 300 fewer establishments, st. Petersburg's indus
try was also different in terms of the scale of
enterprise. On average, each factory in St. Peters
burg employed 203 people in 1913. In Moscow the com
parable figure was 147. It was only in food and to
bacco and paper and printing that the average number
of workers per factory in Moscow and St. Petersburg
was roughly the same. Although information on motive
power is at best patchy, what is available suggests
that St. Petersburg factories were more mechanized as
well. '9
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Amongst the three cities comprising the second
level of the urban hierarchy, Riga was clearly the
most heavily industrialized in 1913 <Table 2). Not
only was the factory workforce larger in absolute
terms, but since Riga's population of 517,000 in 1913
was smaller than that of Kiev or Odessa, it was much
greater in relative terms as well. In the composi
tion of the industrial structure Riga shared with St.
Petersburg a predominance of metalworkers and with
Moscow a sizeable proportion of textile employees.
With an average of 150 workers per factory, Riga's
industry again was comparable to Moscow's. The dif
ferences between Riga and its counterparts in the
urban system are apparent from the data presented in
Table 2. Kiev's complement of factory workers was
decidedly small, and despite a reasonably large share
of metalworkers, it was the food and tobacco products
employees who had long dominated the city's indus
trial enterprises, notably the Kievskiy plant, which
employed 1,300 workers, and the Kiselevskiy with just
over 1,000 workers. 1 0 It was the handful of large
sugar refineries which accounted for the fact that
the average number of workers per factory in all in
dustries was 93. In Odessa the comparable figure was
just 74, though as Table 2 indicates, total indus
trial employment was somewhat greater there. In
terms of the relative allocation of workers by indus
trial group, Odessa shared many features with Kiev.
In both cities metalworking and food and tobacco
products employment was comparable. And it was
Odessa's two sugar beet refineries that the greatest
concentrations of workers were to be found. There
were 2,000 in one plant and 700 in the other.

To be sure, there were some examples of modern
production technology in the Empire's three second
order urban centres. This was especially true of
Riga in which advanced metallurgical and engineering
firms were notable. Kiev continued to serve its
agricultural hinterland, as in somewhat similar fash-
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ion did Odessa. But in these latter centres commerce
and trade held sway, with factory production playing
a distinctly minor role. Given the size of their
populations, which exceeded 600,000 in 1913, the rel
atively minor role of industry is of interest. In
Odessa, particularly, but also in Kiev, a sizeable
Jewish element amongst the population no doubt played
some part in there being large numbers of people
employed in ~he service and handicraft sectors. 1 1

While the factory workforce in St. Petersburg was
about 10 percent of total population, and only mar
ginally less in Moscow, it was under 4 percent in
Odessa and scarcely 2 percent in Kiev. If industrial
production was the vanguard of modernization, then
Riga with 12 percent of its population so occupied
was clearly at the forefront amongst Russia's first
and secon~ order urban centres. 1 2

From Table 3 it is immediately apparent that
amongst our sample of provincial centres there was
considerable diversity in industrial structure,
indeed in the absolute and relative importance of
industry. In terms of population size in 1913, Baku
had 214,000 inhabitan~s, while Kazan' and Vil'na each
had about 200,000. Omsk and Tula accommodated about
140,000 each. 1 3 Tula was clearly the most heavily
industrialized of our selected provincial centres,
both in absolute terms and in respect of the share of
factory operatives of the total population. Its
22,000 industrial workers comprised 16 percent of the
total population, a larger share than that found in
Riga. And with average plant size exceeding 225
workers, in this facet of industrialization, Tula
even outstripped St. Petersburg. Yet both the total
employment and average plant size were very much
shaped by the presence in Tula of two enormous metal
working plants, employing 7,000 and 6,500 workers
respectively. Separating these plants out from the
total reduces the average plant size to 92 workers, a
smaller but still sizeable average employment. Baku
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Table 3: Industrial Structures of Selected Third Level Centres
Vil'na, Tula, Kazan, Baku and Omsk, 1913

VIL'NA TULA

Industrv Establish F.mp I oymen t E:stablish Emplovment
Group ments ments

No. % No. " No. " No. %

Metalwork 8 9.4 563 13.4 66 67.3 19841 88.8
Chemical 2 2.4 120 2.9
Food/
Tobacco 14 16.5 1173 27.9 11 11.2 1973 8.8
Tanning/
Tallow/Soap 1 1.2 20 .5 5 5.1 146 .7
Paper/
Printing 49 57.5 1477 35.9 4 4.1 100 .4
Textile 9 10.6 594 14.1 3 3.1 87 .4
Miscell. 2 2.4 259 6.3 9 9.2 205 .9

Totals 85 100.0 4206 100.0 98 100.0 22352 100.0

Source: D. P. Kandaurov, Fabrichno-Z~vodskiyePredpriya t iya

was the major oil producing centre in late imperial
Russia, and its industrial structure was dominated by
oil-rel~ted industries. 1 4 With 8 percent of its
total population engaged in manufacturing plants with
an average employment of 86 workers, it was an impor
tant centre of industry in provincial Russia. More·
typical in many ways of the role of industry in the
third order centres was Kazan', where close to 13,000
people laboured in factories. Kazan' had lhe same
number of factory operatives as Kiev, a city with
three times its population. The lanning and leather
industries set Kazan' apart. Given its strategic
railroad and river access, it had long served an ex
tensive hinterland in which cattle raising, notably
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Table 3 (Continued)

KAZAN' BAKU

Industry Establish Employment Establish Employment
Group ments ments

No. % No. % No. % ·No. %

Metalwork 8 8.5 380 3.1 110 57.0 10347 62.3
Chemical 9 9.6 1913 15.1 24 12.4 4741 28.5
Food/
Tobacco 26 27.7 1608 12.7 21 10.9 774 4.6
Tanning I
Tallow/Soap 24 25.5 7722 61.°1 5 2.6 100 .6
Paper/
Printing 20 21.3 665 5.3 31 16.1 615 3.6
Textile 5 5.3 270 2.1
Miscall. 2 2.1 80 .6 2 1.0 71 .4

Totals 94 100.0 12638 100.0 193 100.0 16648 100.0

amongst the Tatars, had been an important economic
activity. The largest tannery in the city, the
Alafuzovskiy plant, employed more than 6,500 workers.
But 15 other small tanneries functioned as well, and
many hundreds of handicraftsmen turned hide into a
wide variety of consumer goods. The Krestovnikovskiy
candleworks in Kazan' was also well known in many
parts of the Empire. Kazan' itself was frequently
referred to as a provincial town of the "Moscow type"
by contemporaries. The similarities most often noted
pertained to the physical fabric of the place and
role of trade and commerce.1~ But in a general sense
industry in Moscow and Kazan' was also comparable
since their industrial structures were both very much
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Table 3 (Continued)

OMSK

Industry Establish Employment
Group menls

No. % No. %

Metalwork 5 12.2 346 27.8
Chemical 1 2.4 7 .6
Food/
Tobacco 21 51.3 570 45.8
Tanning}
Tallow/Soap 2 4.9 37 2.9
Paper/
Pr int ing 11 26.8 255 20.5
Textile
Miscell. 1 2.4 30 2.4

Tolals 41 100.0 1245 100.0

dominated by traditional manufactures, rather than by
leading sectors like oil, metallurgy or engineering.

Vil'na was a guberniia administrative town, but
it also had some special attributes as a central
place within the Jewish Pale. As might be inferred
from Table 3, that with a mere 4,200 factory opera
tives amongst the more than 200,000 inhabitants,
Vil'na was scarcely a major manufacturing centre.
Grain and forest products were the principal commod
ities generated by its hinterland and it is therefore
not surprising that the food and tobacco, and paper
and printing industrial groups accounted for such a
large share of factory employees. Most were engaged
in small scale enterprises, the average employment
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per factory across all industries being just 49 wor
kers. In Kazan' the figure was 134.

In Omsk industry had appeared by 1913, but as
Table 3 indicates, it was still only· of a small
scale. Each factory employed an average of only 30
people. The food and tobacco products group was dom
inant, both in terms of employment and the number of
establishments. In metalworking the production of
agricultural machinery was most important, but with
just two of five plants and 286 of the 346-strong
workforce it could not be regarded as a major activ
ity. With the construction of the Trans-Siberian
railroad, Omsk had emerged as a major transportation
centre. Indeed, the largest single component of the
labour force was the 2,000 or so employees of the
railroad. In consequence, the population soared. In
1897 there were scarcely 37,000 inhabitants <Table
4); by 1913, as we have noted, about 140,000. The
city was notorious for its dearth of urban amenities;
it possessed neither "a club, nor a hall, nor a thea
tre".16 While Omsk's metalworking industries were
still underdeveloped, amongst the 2,000 or so rail
road shop workers in 1913 were a good number of me
tallists who had migrated from the large industrial
centres of European Russia. 1 7

Industrial development had a differential impact
on the provincial centres considered. All had been
affected to some degree, as the data in Table 3 at
test, but there were other provincial centres which
more readily conveyed the image and substance of a
factory town. We perhaps need only cite the example
of Ivanovo-Voznesensk. In 1913 it had about 33,000
factory operatives, almost 31,000 of whom laboured in
the town's 34 textile mills. With a total population
of just over 147,000, about a fifth of the total pop
ulation worked in factories. Moreover the average
number of workers per factory was not far short of
500. This was a rather exceptional case of urban
industrialization. 1 B How many social and demographic
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features Ivanovo-Voznesensk shared with other provin
cial centres, or indeed higher order cities, is a
question we will return to momentarily. Khar'kov had
around 250,000 inhabitants and approximately 17,000
factory workers in 1913. Metalworking was the domi
nant sector, employing more than two-fifths of the
industrial w~rkforce. But the role of factory wor
kers amongst the total population was only about 7
percent, and thus more in keeping with the provincial
scene we have already described.

Industrialism had arrived 1n many provincial
centres by the eve of the Great War. But 1t 1s
apparent that some Russian towns, perhaps most
notably Kiev and Odessa amongst those considered
here, had undergone considerable population growth
without having become factory towns the way Riga, St.
Petersburg, Moscow, Kazan', Tula, Baku, and Ivanovo
Voznesensk as an extreme case, might be said to have
done. As noted earlier, industrialization was a
catalyst in the process of urban-economic develop
ment-- it helped to set change in motion. No doubt
the differential impact of industrialization was
reflected in the composition of the population accor
ding to social strata, male-female ratios, family
formation and the inculcation of a working class cul
ture wh~re urban residence had a measure of perman
ence, to cite but a few likely consequences. We will
now introduce some census data which might serve to
give some clues as to the social strata and sex ratio
consequences of industrializatio~ in provincial
Russia.

SOCIAL STRATA AND SEX RATIOS

To examine the relationship between industrial
ization, rapid urbanization and the social strata
(sosloviye) and sex ratio characteristics of the
provincial city it is necessary to have a common ref-
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erence point. The 1897 national census will serve
this purpose. While 106 one-day censuses were con
ducted in 69 cities during the late imperial era, not
all were published, and most of those available per
tain to different years. 1 9 However, a number of them
can be used in combination with the 1897 enumer
ation in order to provide some sense of the tempo and
direction of change. There is, of course, a wealth
of other descriptive statistical material for many
provincial towns, but whenever possible census data
will be used.

The fact that peasants came to comprise an ever
larger share of the populations of St. Petersburg and
Moscow during the quarter century before the Great
War has long been known. It is usually acknowledged
as an important consequence of the rapid urban-indus
trialization of the Empire's two largest cities. In
both cilies peasants accounted for nearly three-quar-
ters of the total population in 1914. In 1897 the
peasant presence was already well established as the
figures in Table 4 indicate. But the data in Table 4
also reveal that the Empire's two largest cities had
a much higher proportion of peasants than was common
in the second and third order centres. Riga, Kazan'
and Khar'kov each had about one-half of their popula
lion assigned to the peasant sosloviye and thus most
closely paralleled the St. Petersburg-Moscow model.
Generally speaking, however, for the second anq third
level urban centres. there were fewer peasants and
more meshchane than in the Empire's two largest
cities. The meshchane traditionally defined that
"middling sort of people" who had emerged from the
shake-up of lhe gUild system initialed by Catherine
II in 1785. At the time it included all those who
did not possess sufficient capital to be assigned to
the merchant class. Over the years the meshchane had
come lo be characterized by, amongst others, domestic
servants, a variety of working class groups, a few
professionals, the occasional successful," indeed per-
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haps even wealthy, entrepreneur. In the latter case
the customary course of action was to somehow acquire
the status of merchant. On balance, the meshchane
had served as a vehicle for the upward mobility of
substantial numbers of the peasantry. Of course, at
no time were the sosloviya really accurate measures
of social status or economic position. But while
acknowledging their deficiencies in this regard, it
might be said that to belong to the meshchane still
implied a social status a notch above the peasantry.
Having said that it should also be noted that to have
such status was still to be well below the other
sosloviya listed in Table 4.

With the exception of Omsk all of the first,
second and third level centres listed in Table 4 had
between 80 and 88 percent of their populations
assigned to the peasant and meshchane sosloviya. 2 0

The higher proportion of meshchane in some second and
third level centres may reflect a number of things, ,
including a lower level of industrialization. In
those second and third level centres in which indus
trial employment did figure relatively prominently as
a share of tolal populalion in 1913, (i.e. Riga,
Kazan' and Khar'kov) there was a higher proporlion of
peasants and a lower share of meshchane in 1897.
Tula is inleresling in this regard, for while cer
lainly industrial in 1913, al the lime of the nation
al census il had a larger. share of ils population in
the meshchane lhan was typical of lhe'other induslri
al second and third order cenlres or in lhe Empire's
lwo largesl cities. While lhere was a reasonable

_consislency in lhe share of merchanls, and lo a
lesser extent in the share of honoured citizens, in
our seleclion of cilies, lhe same cannol be said
aboul lhe nobility (personal and hereditary). As
Table 4 indicates, lhere was considerable varialion
and Omsk topped the list with nearly 14 percent of
ils 37,000 inhabilants belonging to the nobilily in
1897. Il was partly because of the unusually large
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Table 4: Percent ot lhe Tolal Population by City
Selected SoglDvtya, 1897

CITY/POPULATION PEASANT NOBLE1 MERCHANT HESHCHANE HONOURED
CITIZEN

LEVEL 1 CENTRES

Petersburg/ 1.256M 59.0 9.1 1.4 21.3 1.8
Moscow/ 1.039M 63.7 6.6 1.9 22.0 2.1

LEVEL 2 CENTRES

Kiev/ .248M 39.2 12.7 2.0 39.6 2.0
Odessa/ .404M 27.1 6.6 1.2 67.6 1.1
Riga/ .282M 60.0 4.2 1.6 38.8 1.2

LEVEL 3 CENTRES

Kazan' / .130M 62.8 8.9 1.8 30.8 1.6
Omsk/ .037M 36.7 13.8 1.3 37.3 .9
Vil'na/ .156M 27.0 ·12.6 1.1 66.2 .7
Khar'kov/ .174M 48.9 9.6 2.1 33~7 2.1
Orenburg/ .072M 25.7 8.0 1.2 55.0 .9
Baku/ .112M 40.0 5.8 2.1 41.0 .7
Tula/ .115M 41.1 5.0 1.2 47.6 2.1

(1) Includes Hereditary and Personal Nobility.

Source: Pervaya Vseobshchaya Perepi s ' Naseleniya. Rossi i skoy
Imperii 1897g. (St. Petersburg, 1903-5), Vols. 4, 13,
16, 21, 24, 28. 37. 44. 46, 47, 61, 81.

proportion of nobles that Omsk was something of an
anomaly in respect to its combined share of peasants
and meshchane. It was contended that Omsk was a
reasonable place to pass one's retirement years as
the cost of living was low. This may well account
for at least a portion of the resident nobility, many
being pensioned army personnel from the local gar
rison. 2 1 In sum, in 1897, level three provincial
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centres were in general characterized by more gentry
per capita than the cities comprising the first and
second levels of the urban hierarchy. Clearly this
characteristic had some potential social class conse
quences.

Given the tendency for provincial towns to have
a larger proportion of their populations in the
meshchane and nobility, and a smaller share in the
peasant sosloviye, than was the case for Moscow and
St. Petersburg, there is some basis for supposing
that these features may have had demographic conse
quences. After all, in the late nineteenth century
peasants predominated amongst migrants and most were
males b~tween the ages of 20 and 40. It might be
assumed therefore that the predominance of males
which characterized St. Petersburg and Moscow would
be muted somewhat in the provincial town where the
more urban oriented meshchane characteristically
commanded a larger relative share of the total popu
lation than the peasantry.

As the data in Table 5 indicate, some level
three centres did register a smaller share of males
than Moscow or St. Petersburg. But of course we are
only considering a sample of provincial centres, and
amongst these were some exceptional cases. Baku
especially stands apart in terms of the predominance
of males, reflecting in large measure the nature of
its industrial structure. The oil industry was
largely a male preserve and most married workers left
their families in the village. 2 2 Only Riga comes
close to the typical model for Europe and North Amer
ica in which females were dominant amongst urbanites.
In Paris, Berlin and London in 1880s, for instance,
males accounted for only 49.7, 48.4 and 47.1 percent
of the populations respectively.23 Ravenstein long
ago documented the greater proclivity of females to
migrate to nearby towns in search of employment. 2 4

In late nineteenth century Russia this phenomenon had
not yet taken firm root; nonetheless, it was certain-
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Table 6: Percent Kale of Total Population, 1897

CITY PERCENT MALE

LEVEL 1 CENTRES

LEVEL 2 CENTRES

LEVEL 3 CENTRES

St. Petersburg
Moscow

Kiev
Odessa
Riga

Kazan'
Omsk
V11'na
Khar'kov
Orenburg
Baku
Tula

54.6
57.0

54.5
53.7
50.8

53.8
53.7
51.2
53.0
52.0
59.8
54.6

Source: Pervaya Vseobshchaya Perepi s : Naseleniya Rossi i skoy
Imperii 1897g. (St. Petersburg, 1903-5 >, Vols. 4, 13,
16.21,24,28,37,44,46,47,61,81.

ly a well established pattern for St. Petersburg by
World War I.2~ On the basis of the data drawn from
the 1897 census and presented in Tables 4 and 5,
however, there is no clear relationship between the
composition of the population of the provincial town
according to sosloviya and its male-female ratio. It
wou1d be of value to have some notion as to trends
over time. Fortunately, for a few provincial centres
one-day censuses are available and these can be used
to shed some light on this question.

In 1897 51.2 percent of Vil'na's population was
male. But nearly 30 years earlier females were pre
dominant. In 1869 males accounted for 46.1 percent
of the 62,576 inhabitants; in 1872, 50.9 percent of
the 73,913 population; and in 1875, 51 percent of the
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82,668 inhabitants were male, a level presumably more
or less constant over the ensuing quarter century.26
Omsk had a slightly larger proportion of males than
Vil'na ~n 1897 (Table 5), but interestingly this was
a smaller share than in 1877 when the population was
enumerated. At that date slightly more than 56 per
cent of the 24,818 residents were male. 2 7 In this
instance the steady increase in the share of females
echoed the pattern in Moscow and St. Petersburg in
the years down to the Great War. In Orenburg the
trend was the same. In 1875 males comprised 55.6
percent of the 42,123 inhabitants, a larger share
than in 1897 (Table 5).29 There is a longer series
of censuses of Khar'kov, and it too follows this
trend. In 1866, 54.1 percent were male; in 1879 the
share had increased slighty to 54.3, but by 1897 it
was 53.0 and by 1912 was down to 52.5. 2 9 To be sure
the inhabitants of Khar'kov on the eve of World War I.
were still predominantly male, but the share of women
was slowly increasing. Even in Baku the same process
was underway. Between 1897 and the one-day census of
October 1903 the proportion of males in that city
actually increased from the already unusually high
level of 59.8 percent to 61.9; but by 1913 it was
down to 56 percent. 3 D As we have noted earlier, the
particular character of Baku's industrial base with
its heavy emphasis on the petroleum sector and
related manufacturing was no doubt a factor in the
continuing predominance of males. In general the
shift in the balance between males and females in the
provincial town was beginning to occur, even if for
Russia as a whole the t r end a .evident in European and
North American cities were yet far from fully repli
cated.
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TRANSIENCE

In this part of the paper we will be analyzing
various facets of urban growth, and notably the move
ment of people to and within the selecled urban
centres in our simplified model of the urban hierar
chy. Our objective will be to sheq some light on the
questions of who came, how long did they stay, and
with what consequences for the urban growth process?

For Moscow and St. Petersburg it is clear that
the bulk of migrants were peasants, and there is no
compelling reason to think that this pattern would
not have found expression elsewhere in urban Rus
sia. 3 1 Yet as we have already noted, upon examin
ation of the distribution of population in the pro
Vincial town according to sosloviya there were some
interesting differences. Given the historic link
between the peasantry and transience in the Russian
city, there is reason to suppose that having rela
tively fewer peasants and more meshchane and nobil
ity, the provincial centres might have been charac
terized by less transient behaviour than Moscow and
St. Petersburg. In addition, in most level two and
three centres there were more women than in the
Empire's two first order cities. This might be as
sumed to have had some impact on the urban growth
process. Specifically, with a presumably more stable
population, and all that is implied thereby in terms
of family formation, natural increase may have made a
more important contribution to annual population
growth than was characteristic in the case of St.
Petersburg and Moscow. We need first of all to
briefly outline the general dimensions of transience
and the urban growth process for these latter cities
and then proceed to determine the differences, if
any, between the pattern there and in the provincial
towns.

Transience amongst St. Petersburg's inhabitants
had been of sizeable dimensions for a long time.
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Table 6~ Seasonal Population Change in St. Petersburg

Date of
Enumeration

City
Population

Suburban
Prigorode

Population

Total
Population

June
December
July
December
JUly

15 1888
15 1888
15 1889
15 1889
15 1890

727,223
902,023
719,052
924,466
731.336

108,872
76,286

114,332
79,213

116.244

836,095
978,309
833,384

1.003,679
847,580

Source: "Pyatoye Ischislen1ye .Naseleniye S. Peterburga 15 lyulya
1890". StS.tisticheskiy Yezhegodnik S. Peterburgs. (1890),
27.

During lhe early nineleenlh cenlury, for example, lhe
occasional and no doubl indifferenlly accurale enum
eralions indicated lhal lhe city's population during
lhe summer was sometimes smaller than in lhe prece
ding winter. 3 2 But it was not until the late 1880s
when more accurate summer and winler censuses were
administered by the police that lhe real dimensions
of transience amongst the population began lo be
fully appreciated. As the data in Table 6 reveal,
lhere were indeed marked seasonal variations in lhe
total population. City and suburbs bolh changed, but
in lhe opposite direction. For instance, between De
cember 1889 and July 1890 lhere was a net out-migra
tion of 193,130 people from the city. The suburbs on
the other hand registered an increase of 37,031 in
the same period. Very lillIe of lhis growth was
altributable to nalural increase. 3 3 Thus, St.
Petersburg including suburbs, IIlostll aboul one-sixth
of its population between the winter of 1889 and the
summer of 1890. And we are here only referring lo
the net migrati9n balance. The absolute number of
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people moving into and out of the city during this
seven month period was obviously ~uch greater. Sub
stantial numbers of factory workers departed each
spring for the village, sizeable numbers of gentry
returned to the estate for the summer, and a growing
number of the social elite and nascent middle class
departed for a dacha in the environs of St. Peters
burg; indeed, in the environs of most major European
Russian cities the coming of the railway had greatly
facilitated this particular form of seasonal exo
dus. 3 4 Still others migrated to the City during the
summer in search of work. Large numbers of peasant
tradesmen found employment in the construction indus
try; unskilled peasant workers laboured in the docks,
on street repair gangs and· so on.3~ No doubt many
people came to the city with the intention of staying
permanently; considerable numbers it would seem
departed with the intention not to return. While the
reasons for the different patterns of movement to and
from the city varied, the net result was the same-
the urban population was highly transient.

The numerous censuses of St. Petersburg allow
some additional observations on the general dimen
sions of transience in the early 1900s. About 68
percent of St. Petersburg's 1,439 million inhabitants
in 1900 had been born elsewhere. Ten years later the
population exceeded 1.9 million people, but the pro
portion of migrants was virtually unchanged. While
the proportion of the total population born outside
St. Petersburg was stable, the constituents of the
migrant population were not. For example, the total
number of migrants who, in 1900, had lived in the
city for five years or less totalled approxi.mately
415,000. This group appears in the 1910 enumeration
in the 11 to 15 years resident in the city category.
The number was then about 143,600. In other words,
about 65 percent of this group had apparently left
the city or died during this ten year period. 3 6 It
is unlikely that a very great many died. Since pea-
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sants comprised nearly 69 percent of the total popu
lation in 1910 it is probable that they were the
principal element in the apparent exodus. Indeed, as
Figure 2 indicates over 400,000 peasants had been
resident in the capital for only five years or less.
And over 160,000 had lived there just one year or
less. By comparing the length of residence categor
ies for peasants in the 1900 and 1910 censuses some
further insights into the rate of turnover for this
particular estate are forthcoming. In 1900, 325,400
peasants had lived in St. Petersburg five years or
less. In 1910, the number in the 11 to 15 year resi
dent category had dropped to 115,300. 3 7 As for the
migrant population as a whole, about 65 percent had
departed or died during the-intervening decade.
Amongst the meshchane who in 1910 comprised approx
imately 16 percent of the total population, a some
what smaller share (58 percent) had left or died. 3 B

Proportionately more meshchane than peasants were
locally born, but as Figure 2 reveals, a substantial
number had only lived in St. Petersburg for one year
or less.

In short, the information we are able to derive
from the census clearly indicates that St. Peters
burg's population was indeed volatile. Figures for
the peasant estate are probably broadly represen
tative of the turnover rates amongst the working
class. Still, it should be noted that many peasants
were city born and amongst the migrant population a
growing number were permanently settled, and to a
growing extent urbanized. But it is equally clear
that the ties with the village remained strong for
many peasants, that countryside customs and values
had not been entirely erased. 3 9

The trends ~n Moscow, as derived from census
data are essentially corroborative of the St. Peters
burg pattern. The 1902 census reveals that just over
72 percent of the 1.1 million population were
migrants. As Figure 3 reveals most succinctly, the
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Table 7: Patterns of Residence in Moscow and St. Petersburg
fr~. Directory Listings

City Sample
Years

Still Resident
in the City

Number %

Not Listed in
Subsequent
Directory

Number %

Moscow
St. Petersburg

1910-1913
1909-1912

843
1001

56.3
66.8

657
499

43.7
33.2

Source: Yes' Peterburg na 1909g. (St. Petersburg, 1909); Yes'
Peterburg na 1912g. (St. Petersburg, 1912); Vsya
Hoskva: Adresnaya i Spravochnaya Kniga na 1910 God
(Moscow, 1910); Vsya Hoskva: Adresnaya i Spravochnaya
Kniga na 1913 God (Moscow, 1913).

bulk were recent arrivals. Of the more then 790,000
people who had been born outside Moscow, more than
one-fifth had lived in the city one year or less.
Close to one half of the immigrants had lived in
Moscow just five years or less, but of course we are
here simply inputing personal behaviour from aggre
gate census data. 4 0 It would be useful to learn more
about how individual members of Moscow and St.
Petersburg society behaved in the context of duration
of residence. A simple random sample drawn from one
city directory and traced in a later edition goes
some way toward meeting this objective. 4 1

The data presented on Table 7 are based on a
sample of 1500 males drawn from the 1909 St. Peters
burg directory and traced in the 191~ edition. 4 2 For
Moscow a similar sample was drawn from the 1910
directory and traced in the 1913 edition. One of the
most striking features of the data presented in Table
7 is the rather large proportion of the sample popu
lations which could not be traced in the later direc
tory. About a third of the St. Petersburg sample had
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apparently departed the city or died during the
three-year period. It is unlikely that very many
died in such a short time span. It is possible, of
course, that some of these seemingly transient indiv
iduals were simply omitted from the ensuing directory
But this probably would not have been a very large
number, for each year witnessed a sizeable increase
in the coverage. Indeed, it would seem that being
listed was not just growing in popularity but in
importance as well, for Moscow and St. Petersburg
were fast approaching the two million population mark
and for such large centres directories were now an
arguably indispensable feature of urban life. The
share of the Moscow sample which could not be traced,
almost 44 percent, was even larger than St. Peters
burg. In short, amongst the ostensibly more stable,
element of the population, that which was listed in
the city directory and which tended to be strongly
biased. toward the top rather than the bottom of
social class hierarchy, transience was an ingrained
habit. Moreover, amongst those who could be traced,
moves from one residence to another within the city
were common. For St. Petersburg and Moscow, about 30
and 24 percent, respectively, of the sample popula
tions had changed address at least once during these
three year periods. During the early 1900s, it is
evident that the urban growth process was one in
which transience of one kind or another had an
important role to play. Indeed, for Moscow and St.
Petersburg between 1870 and 1914 immigration accoun
ted for more than four-fifths of the total increase
in population.

For Riga, Odessa and Kiev, the second order
centres as defined in this paper, the pattern was
broadly the same. According to the 1892 census of
Odessa for example, 55 percent of the lolal popu
lation were migrants; and most were recent arrivals.
In later years the share was lo increase. Like the
St. Pelersburg census lhis one provides information
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on length of residence for members of the meshchane
and peasant sosloviye who were not born in the city.
The pattern depicted in Figure 4 is not unusual as we
have seen already (Figures 2 and 3) and simply
amplifies the sense of considerable population
turnover. Of the 61,646 migrant peasants, 58 percent
had lived in Odessa five years or less, 27 percent
one year or less. Even amongst the meshchane, 39 .
percent of the 86,803 who had migrated to Odessa had
resided in the city less than five years, 10 percent
one year or less. Figure 4 certainly suggests very
high levels of turnover in Odessa. And this is again
confirmed in a survey of directory data. 4 3 A sample
of 500 males were drawn from Vsya Odessa for 1911 and
traced in the 1913 edition of the same directory.
About 210 individuals, or 42 percent of the sample,
could not be located just two years laler. A sample
of 500 was also drawn from the 1909 edition of Ves'
Kiev and traced in 1912 version. Again about 42
percenl could not be found, though it should be noled
lhat th~ time span in this instance was three years
and not two. Moreover, lhe people who could be
traced were inclined to relocate. In Odessa 20
percenl of the sample had moved house at least once.
In Kiev about 24 percent had changed address. As in
Moscow and St. Petersburg the imputed population
turnover rates from data such as these are indeed
high. And, as before, urban' growlh was fed in large
measure by immigration during the half century before
the Great War. For instance, in Riga in 1913, nearly
65 percent of the population had been born elsewhere,
a figure not so markedly different from lhose regis
tered in Moscow and St. Petersburg around the turn of
the century.44 However, in Riga this relationship
over time was far from consistent. In 1867 the pal
tern was reversed; nearly 65 percent of Riga's popu
lation at that time was locally born.4~ Rapid indus
trialization and the need for labour surely played an
importanl role in this change.
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Direclories are less useful as guides lo
population turnover rates in the provincial town
because fewer of them were produced and coverage was
most probably less consistent than in the Empire's
larger centres. However, we have been able to under
take some simple comparisons for a few provincial
towns. A sample of 215 males drawn from Ves'
Khar'kov in 1912 and lraced in lhe 1914 edilion again
suggests considerable volatilily in population. 4 6
Forty-one were still at lhe same address jusl two
years later, 34 had moved at least once, bul 140
could not be traced. The latter group represents 65
percent of the sample and is therefore rather higher
than was common for the level one and two cities
discussed above. The reliability of such data is
perhaps a moot point, but the general impression
conveyed by a variety of sources is that the provin
cial scene was also characterized by considerable
transience.

Property owners in the provincial town would
likely demonstrate less proclivity for transient
behaviour than the population in general, or for that
matter the individuals listed in the directory who
were not property owners. For the city of Omsk we
have examined the lists of property owners on partic
ular streets included in Ves' Omsk in 1911 and then
traced these individuals in the 1912 edition of the
directory.47 The streets concerned were Skorbyash
chenskaya and Myasnitskaya. The first ran from near
the central bazaar to the municipal cemetery; in
other words, from the core of the city to the periph~

ery. The second street was located south-east of the
city centre and was representative of Omsk's out
skirts in 1911. Of the 48 people listed as owning
property on Skorbyashchenskaya in 1911, ten could not
be traced a year later. Of the 52 peopl~ listed as
owning real estate on Myasnitskaya, 11 could not be
found in the 1912 edition of Ves' Omsk. If these
patterns are representative of the level of property
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transactions and hence, of population turnover, then
Omsk was not markedly different from the other cities
for which we have provided data. Put simply, the
popul.ation turnover rate was high. While we have no
indication of the value of the real estate involved,
it is notable that in the case of Skorbyashchenskaya
the incidence of turnover along the street increased
from the core of the city to the periphery. Presum
ably the value of property declined from centre to
periphery.

On the basis of the share of meshchane and
nobility, and the somewhat higher proportion of fe
males, it could be argued that the population of the
smaller provincial towns might have been more stable
than the larger centres. The contribution of natural
increase ·to population growth might have been more
substantial as well. Available evidence on this as
pect of population change in the provincial town is
interesting. We might begin by considering the dy
namics of population growth in Kazan'.

Kazan' was already a city of significant size in
the medieval era. As capital of the Kazan' Khanate
it was ethnically Tatar, and because of its strategic
location served both military and trade purposes. By
the mid-sixteenth century, after having been annexed
by the expansionist Principality of Muscovy, Kazan'
was steadily transformed by an influx of Russians.
By the nineteenth century the city's Tatar population
was a distinct minority. In 1897, for example, Rus
sians comprised 83 percent of Kazan's population,
Tatars about 16. 4 8 Population increase during the
era of rapid urban-industrialization was sizeable.
In 1860 Kazan' was home to 59,300 people; by 1914
close to 200,000. Epidemics, however, were frequent
and produced exceedingly high and variable death
rates. Natural increase was therefore negligible.
Population growth was attributable to in-migration
and, as the data presented in Table 8 confirm, the
pattern was extremely erratic. From 1870 to 1897
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Table 8: Population Growlh in Kazan', 1870-1897

Year Total Death Rate Nalural
Population per 1000 Increasel

Decrease

1870 86,262 44 -15.6
1871 88,543 46 -11.4
1872 93,221 44 -10.3
1873 93.207 34 -0.7
1874 90.812 36 -0.1
1875 97,304 41 -2.8
1876 111,322 31 -0.8
1877 121.262 36 -6.7
1878 125,135 37 -8.8
1879 134,434 27 -1.2
1880 133.492 32 -4.3
1881 134.696 31 -4.6
1882 136,354 35 -8.9
1883 140,726 29 -0.6
1884 139,791 29 +1.0
1885 138,985 29 +0.9
1886 136,570 28 +1.7
1887 136,086 27 +4.1
1889 135,177 33 -0.3
1890 134,359 34 -2.0
1891 133,359 36 -1.2
1892 - 125,767 54 -20.0
1893 125,301 36 +0.3
1894 115,540 42
1895 118,621 36 +0.9
1896 131,508 32 +3.3
1897 140,696 31 +1.9

Source: M. V. KazansKiy, Putevoditel' po Kazani (Kazan': Tipo-
Lilografiya ImperatorsKogo Un1vers1teta, 1899>, 126-127.
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there were more years when the total number of deaths
exceeded the number of births recorded than vice
versa. There is another more fundamental pattern ev
ident in the statistics presented in Table 8. From
140,726 people in 1663 the population of Kazan' actu
ally declined to 116,540 in 1894. Contemporaries
observed that for Kazan', and presumably other pro
vincial towns as well, the stability and growth of
population was very much influenced by economic con
ditions. 4 9 In difficult times-- and the depression
which gripped Russian during the 1880s was certainly
one such period-- the provincial urban economy seem
ingly could not sustain the existing population. For
Kazan' there is clear evidence of an urban-rural
migration. The cholera and typhus epidemics of the
early 1890s, especially that of 1892, provided fur
ther stimulus to depart Kazan'. For the level one
and two centres regular annual increases in popula
tion were the rule, fed by in-migration until the
demographic transition which, in the case of St. Pe
tersburg and Moscow, tooK place in the late 1880s.~D

In these five cities, a larger population base, and
more mature urban economy, could more easily weat~er

cyclical variations in economic growth. The more who
arrived simply augmented local demand. In the pro
vincial town the urban economy was more fragile, and
more likely to be influenced by the general economic
climate. Just how typical Kazan' was of the provin
cial Russian scene we do not have space to explore in
this paper. Suffice it to say that there is some
reason to think that it could well have been qUite
representative. Migrants to the major urban centres
regularly travelled long distances as the areal
extent of migration fields for first and second order
cities depicted in Figure 5 indicate.~1 As the data
presented in Figure 6 for Orenburg in 1875 clearly
demonstrate, the typical migrant to the provincial
town did not travel such long distances. During
economic depression, or through individual choice,
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reverse migration from the provincial centre would
have been a more feasible proposition than in the
case of the first and second order cities in the
Empire. .

SUMMARY

We began this paper by arguing that while the broad
dimensions of the urban industrialization process in
Russia are reasonably well understood, we have rela
tively little information about the process in the
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context of provincial Russia. It is important that
we gain a fuller appreciation of the nature of this
process outside the Empire's major urban centres. As
Alfred Rieber's recent study has emphasized, there
were differences .tn attitudes and actions, and conse
quential ones at that, between the various mercantile
elites in the peripheral regions and those of the
European Russian core of the Empire.!!!~2 The con
trast between core and periphery is no doubt of sig
nificance in a variety of other ways as well. In
this paper we have endeavoured to draw attention to
some potentially important dimensions of urban
industrialization in terms of city size, population
characteristics, and location.

In terms of the three themes singled out for
investigation, it is apparent that the impact of
industrialization varied markedly .. This was to be
expected. But the precise nature of the link between
industrialization and urban growth in the provincial
Russian town certainly requires more study. So, too,
does the relationship between the particular config
uration of social strata and demographic change. In
general, the provincial centre had fewer peasants,
more meshchane , nobility and women of all soslov
iya. But the hypothesis that these figures might
have lent a greater degree of stability to the pro
vincial town's population, and might have contributed
to natural population increase, is not supported "by
the cases considered here. Indeed, the evidence
presented is consistent in suggesting the opposite;
namely, that the provincial economy was especially
fragile and hence fostered exceedingly high levels of
transience and marked absolute population changes.
What happened in the smaller urban centres is not
unrelated to events in the major cities. There is
much yet to be learned about such places, and what we
learn could well shed some more light on the process
of urban-industrialization and its attendant conse
quences in late imperial Russia.
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